Create an opportunity for ReStore customers to get to
know our staff
We would like to feature a biological background on each of our core ReStore
Volunteers so that customers can gain a better appreciation for who we are and
what we do.
The plan would be to feature one volunteer each week in the "What's New at the
ReStore" newsletter. The articles would include your name (first name only)
and some background information as well as a photo.
Each week we would feature another volunteer and post the last bio on the
HFHMC website. At the end of 18 weeks we will have covered our core team.
Next, I would like to send a very similar survey to our 2500 customers and see
how many of them will respond. Their comments (I may edit out some of them)
will also be posted to our website.
We will also make a plea each week for committed volunteers to "come join in
the fun" and volunteer with us.
* 1. First name
David
* 2. What is/was your work experience? Are you now retired?
Airline employee,… not retired
3. What hobbies do you have and where do you live (town only .. no addresses)
Cycling,bee keeping,organic farming.and i live in grafton ohio
4. What other community activities have you been involved in? Do you hold any elected
office?
I am a director for the silverwheels cycling club
* 5. What department do you spend the most time in at the ReStore? Do you have other
areas that you work in?
I work in all departments im a floor rover
6. Do you volunteer at the ReStore other than on Saturdays? If so, what are your duties
during the week?
no
7. Roughly, how many hours per month do you think you volunteer at the ReStore?
25 hours during the non growing season
8. What do you enjoy most about volunteering at the ReStore?
Helping people,serving god with the gift i have
9. The proceeds from the ReStore support the construction activities of Habitat for
Humanity, Medina County. A continued source of dedicated volunteers is the lifeblood
of
this organization. What can we do to insure that we are able to continue to find quality,
longterm
volunteers?
Find people in churches that like to serve god
10. What changes would you suggest to make the ReStore a better experience for
Customers and Volunteers?

Have more sales to clear old stock.

